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Collector rings 
EFT 130, EFT 160, FT 150: 
High quality silver contact collector rings 
10A, 250V~ with twin contacts. 
EFT 265, FT 260, FT 038, FT 046: 
High quality silver contact collector rings 
16A, 250/400V~, transition resistor 0,8 
mOhm. 
Twin contacts for double safety. 
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Automatic cable and hose dispensers from Schill

They offer highly functional and safe energy supply and are 
available in a wide variety of models, tailored to your specific re-
quirements. The length of the cable can be adjusted to changing 
circumstances, which makes work easier and more effective. A 
built-in automatic lock will hold the cable or hose in any position 
and takes care of safe operation without any strain. 

The dynamic design of these dispensers is marked by numerous 
high-tech innovations, such as service-free bearings which guar-
antee friction-free and easy operation. The spring loaded drive 
takes care of durable and dependable operation. As the cable is 
pulled out, the spring load increases, thereby compensating for 
the increasing weight of the cable or hose. The safely mounted 
spring package can be exchanged easily.

Best-possible electric security is achieved by means of high-qual-
ity contact rings with silver-coated contacts as well as an all-
plastic construction with fully insulated wiring. The intelligently 
designed cable stopper allows easy adjustment of the cable 
at any length. There are three different models, matching the 
diameter of the cable used. Especially designed slat clamps both 
protect and securely attach the cable. The cable stopper also 
prevents any unintentional snapping back of the cable. 

It’s the many practical details that make the spring-loaded cable 
and hose dispensers from Schill stand out from the rest. They 
increase safety at the workplace, since no one can stumble over 
cables and hoses anymore. In addition, the safe storage of cables 
and hoses while they are not in use, will greatly add to their 
life-span. 

Energy is always at hand.


